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‘Jesus of Nazareth,’ ‘Unplanned’
Top New Crop of Spring Books

Book/Film Details
Vatican Studies
of Exorcism Rite

By Christopher Fenoglio
Editor in Chief

By Mark Pattison

C

atholic book publishers are
busy harvesting a new crop
of spring books, shipping
fresh products every week to your
bookstore’s shelves.
We hope you will visit your
Catholic bookstore soon and take
this publication along as your
guide to new and best-selling
books.
In his new book “Jesus of Nazareth: Holy Week From the Entrance
Into Jerusalem To The Resurrection,” (Ignatius
Press, 315 pages,
$24.95, available
March 10) Pope
Benedict XVI challenges readers to
grapple with the
meaning of Jesus’s
life, teaching,
death and resurrection.
This is the sequel to the bestselling “Jesus of Nazareth: From
the Baptism in the Jordan to the
Transfiguration” published in 2007.
In this new volume, Benedict
XVI insists Jesus of Nazareth is
the Son of God, not a myth, revolutionary, or misunderstood prophet.
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He thinks that the best of historical scholarship, while it can’t
“prove” Jesus is the Son of God,
certainly doesn’t disprove it.
Indeed, Benedict XVI maintains
that the evidence, fairly considered, brings the reader face-to-face
with the challenge of Jesus – a real
man who taught and acted in ways
that were tantamount to claims of
divine authority, claims not easily
dismissed as lunacy or deception.
Benedict XVI examines questions central to the historical Jesus:
Why was Jesus rejected by the religious leaders of his day? Who was
responsible for his death? Did he
establish a Church to carry on his
work? How did Jesus view his suffering and death? How should we?
And, most importantly, did Jesus
really rise from the dead and what
does his resurrection mean?
These are timely questions and
a welcomed book as Lent and the
Easter season approaches.
On shelves now is a book that
generated much publicity in print

and online media during January.
“Unplanned” (Salt River, 288
pages, $22.99) by Abby Johnson details her experiences as the director of a Planned Parenthood clinic
in east Texas and her decision to
quit her job after participating in
an actual abortion procedure.
Her decision
and announcement that she was
joining the pro-life
movement made
the national news
in 2009. When her
book was released
last month, more
than 21,600 people
logged into a webcast to listen firsthand to her experiences.
The publishers describe the book
as a “heart-stopping personal
drama of life-and-death encounters,
a courtroom battle, and spiritual
transformation that speaks hope
and compassion into the political
controversy that surrounds this
Continued on Page 2...

Readers to Meet Authors, Publishers
at 20th Religious Booksellers Exhibit
ST. CHARLES, Ill. – The connections between Catholic authors,
publishers, bookstores and readers
will get stronger May 31-June 3 at
the 20th annual Religious Booksellers Trade Exhibit at the Pheasant Run Resort and Convention
Center.
Book publishing professionals in
the Catholic, Episcopal and other
liturgical marketplaces will gather
to preview new books, share marketing and promotion ideas, discuss
social media strategies and identify
products for their 2011 Back-toSchool and Christmas programs.
There will also be time to socialize and worship together, as both
Catholic and Episcopal celebrations of the Eucharist and other
prayer services will take place
throughout the week.
“The RBTE is the largest gathering of English language Catholic
and liturgical publishers in North

America,” says Bob Byrns, president of the RBTE. “Booksellers, librarians and others interested in
the Catholic and liturgical book
and gift industry have the unique
and valuable opportunity to meet
and discuss their needs and issues
with their vendors.”
More than 140 publishers and
companies will display new books,
catalog titles and other products in
the comprehensive exhibit hall
during the week. The Pheasant
Run Resort is located 30 miles west
of Chicago’s O’Hare Airport.
The general public will have access to the Thursday evening’s program and the Exhibit Hall on
Friday, June 3. More than 35 authors and artists will be on hand to
autograph books and products and
discuss their works.
For registration, exhibit booths
and more information on the RBTE,
visit the website at www.rbte.net.
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WASHINGTON (CNS) — Rare is
the priest in the U.S. who holds
the title of diocesan exorcist.
Rarer still is the priest who is
the focus of a book on his training
as an exorcist, not to mention
that the book has inspired the
making of a feature film called
“The Rite” — starring Anthony
Hopkins, no less.
But that’s all become part of
the life of Father Gary Thomas, a
priest of the Diocese of San Jose,
Calif., who is pastor of Sacred
Heart Church in Saratoga, Calif.
When his fellow priests were
discussing that
another priest
had declined an
offer from the
bishop to serve
as diocesan exorcist, he thought
to himself, “I
The Rite: Making of
could do that.”
a Modern Exorcist
Not that it
by Fr. Gary Thomas
was easy, Father Doubleday Religion
$15, 304 pages
Thomas said.
ISBN 978-0385522717
For one thing,
he could find no U.S.-based course
of study for priests to be trained
as exorcists. He wound up taking
a three-and-a-half-month sabbatical to go the Rome seminary of the
Legionnaires of Christ and get
training from a priest based there.
His experiences are recounted
in the 2009 book “The Rite: The
Making of a Modern Exorcist” by
Matt Baglio from Doubleday Religion (St. Anthony Messenger
Press recently published the
audiobook edition).
But Hollywood being Hollywood, when reality isn’t good
enough for the big screen, it invents a new reality. “In the movie,
I don’t start out as a priest. I start
out as a seminarian who has a
faith crisis,” Father Thomas said
in a recent telephone interview.
“I am ordained eventually before the end of the movie. In the
book, I’m already a priest and I’m
not having a faith crisis.”
Continued on Page 2...

New Spring Books...
Continued from Page 1.
issue. Telling Abby’s story from
both sides of the abortion clinic
property line, this book is a mustread for anyone who cares about
the life versus rights debate and
helping women who face crisis
pregnancies.”
Released around the time of “Respect Life Sunday,” the book was
co-published by Ignatius Press,
Tyndale House and Focus on the
Family, a unique collaborative venture between Catholic, Protestant
and Evangelical publishing companies.
Ignatius Press released a special
edition of the book that includes an
note from Father Joseph Fessio,
S.J., Editor of Ignatius Press; a
foreword by Father Frank Pavone,
National Director of Priests for
Life; and an introduction by David
Bereit, National Director of 40
Days for Life. Sales of the book

were so strong that Ignatius Press
quickly sold out the first edition
and immediately reprinted.
Another timely book is “The
Mass” (Doubleday Religion, 224
pages, $21.99) by Cardinal Donald
Wuerl and Mike
Aquilina. According to the authors,
the Mass is one of
the most familiar
element of the
Catholic faith, yet
still one of the
most misunderstood. Throughout
the sacrament, postures, gestures,
and clothing are used that would
seem out of place anywhere else.
There are ancient prayers and traditions with roots deep in the past,
yet that hold deep meaning for
Catholics today.
In their new book, the authors
explore all the elements that are

The Rite...

ANTHONY HOPKINS stars as Father Lucas in
New Line Cinema’s psychological thriller
“THE RITE,” a Warner Bros. Pictures release.
Photo by Egon Endrenyi.

Continued from Page 1.
Hopkins plays a priest-mentor to
the seminarian, who anchors the
story.
Father Thomas explained that
“two months before Pope John Paul
II died, he issued a directive
through Cardinal Ratzinger’s (now
Pope Benedict XVI) office that
every bishop train and appoint an
exorcist.”
With no U.S. training available,
Father Thomas studied three days
a week during his sabbatical. “Partially, I made up my own curriculum,” he said. “There’s no cookbook
for this stuff.”
A priest for 27 years, Father
Thomas has been San Jose’s exorcist for the past four years. In that
time, he said, he has conducted exorcisms on five people. The results,
he acknowledged, are mixed.
“One is ongoing and has been
successful, but has not been completely delivered,” Father Thomas
told CNS. “Two decided not to continue after a time because they lost
patience. And the other two, the
persons are dramatically better.”
But those are just the five whose
cases he’s taken. “I get calls from
2

all over the United States and emails, and I try to direct them to
their own local church. It’s difficult
to diagnose these things over the
phone,” Father Thomas said.
“Every person who approaches
you has a different story. You have
to be able to discern out what
they’re bringing is psychological
matter or a preternatural mater or
a combination of both — or neither,
none of the above. Quite honestly,
no two situations are identical.”
Exorcism, he added, is the last
step. He said he has uttered a
“prayer of deliverance” over some
people who fear they’ve been possessed.
Father Thomas said he served
as a consultant on the set of “The
Rite,” in theaters now.
“I think the move is very authentic about the topic,” he said. “I was
very impressed with Anthony Hopkins and Colin O’Donoghue (who
plays the seminarian) and their portrayal of the ministry of exorcism as
accurate ... as was the scene that
specifically involved exorcism.”
Mark Tuohy, a co-producer of
“The Rite,” said of Father Thomas,
“I think he’s a great guy.”
Father Thomas said he is certain
that demonic possession exists. He
noted that one theme in common
with his five exorcism clients is
“they had opened doorways to the
demonic, either through witchcraft
or going to witch doctors or other
people having gone to witch doctors
on their behalf.”
With no American training for
exorcists available, Father Thomas
said he has given orientation sessions to other priests. “But spending
a day and a half with me is nothing
compared to the three and a half
months I spent in Rome,” he added.

involved in a typical Mass. They
define basic terms, outline parts of
the ritual, examine the prayers,
discuss the vessels and vestments,
and trace prayers and practices to
historical roots.
The book reverently examines
each part of the Mass and explains
its significance. Both Catholics and
on-lookers of the faith will appreciate this fresh take on some of
Catholicism’s oldest practices, especially in light of the upcoming
changes to the Lectionary.
Recently elevated to cardinal
last November, Cardinal Wuerl is
considered a leading catechist and
a diplomat on “explosive social issues.” He is the former leader of
the U.S. bishops’ committees on education and doctrine.
In stores just in time for Lent is
the book “Encounter the Cross:
Meditations on the Seven Last
Words of Jesus” (Ligouri Publications, 128 pages, $10,99) by Father
Dennis J. Billy, C.Ss.R.
Praying “The Seven Last Words”
is a deeply rooted devotional practice for Catholics during Lent and
Holy Week. Meditating on the
dying words of Our Lord during the
agony of his crucifixion enables be-

lievers to both enter into his suffering and to find personal meaning in
it, regardless of the time or circumstances in which they live.
This book presents thoughtful
meditations on each of Christ’s sayings from the
cross, followed by
questions for further reflection and
a simple heartfelt
prayer.
Father Billy, an
experienced spiritual director,
shows how Jesus’
final testament can give readers
the courage to face one’s own trials,
to embrace the inevitability of one’s
own death, and to be filled with the
hope and promise of plentiful redemption. He teaches that being
fully human, both in life and in
death, requires a personal encounter with Jesus that invites
him to dwell in one’s own heart.
Father Billy is a Redemptorist
priest of the Baltimore Province. He
is presently professor, and holder of
The John Cardinal Krol Chair of
Moral Theology at St. Charles Borromeo Seminary, Overbrook in
Wynnewood, PA.

“Wayfarers of Fate has enormous
magnitude: I call it ‘Gone With the
Wind Meets All Quiet On the Western
Front.’ The reaction to the screenplay
we prepared from this amazing book
has been excellent. I am convinced we
will get production going; it’s our
number one priority.”
David Sheldon
Hollywood West Entertainment
and Hollywood Writer's Studio
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New Releases
Wondrous Encounters: Scriptures
for Lent
By Father Richard Rohr
St. Anthony Messenger Press
$8.99 • 128 pages • ISBN 978-0867169874

Invites the reader to self-disclosure
and to enter the wondrous divine
dialogue with clarity, insight and
holy desire in order to be transformed into our original “image and
likeness” – the very image of God.
Jesus and the Jewish Roots
of the Eucharist
By Brant Petri • Doubleday Religion
$21.99 • 240 pages • ISBN 978-0385531849

Explores the ancient Hebrew traditions that influenced and defined
the Catholic sacrament of the Eucharist. The author explores “Communion as the New Passover,” the
“Bread of Presence” and more.
Women of the Passion: A Novel
By Joan D. Lynch • MSJ Press
$14.95 • 216 pages • ISBN 978-0982964002

Experience the time after Jesus’
death through the eyes of the
women who walked with Him. Who
were these women? What were they
doing and feeling in the months
after the Crucifixion?
More Glimpses of Heaven
By Tracy Harris, R.N. • Revell
$13.99 • 204 pages • ISBN 978-0800734404

A hospice nurse for more than 30
years, the author assembles a new
collection of inspiring accounts of
people nearing death and their experiences with God as He prepares
to take them home.
Tasting the Word of God
By Megan McKenna • New City Press
$14.95 • 154 pages • ISBN 978-1565483552

Inspired by the passage in Dei Verbum that God’s word in Scripture is
food for our souls, the author provides brief sharp reflections on the
Sunday readings in all three cycles.
Organized by church seasons.
Wonder Reborn: Creating Sermons
on Hymns, Music and Poetry
By Thomas H.Troeger • Oxford Univ. Press
$24.95 • 224 pages • ISBN 978-0195398885

Explores an important issue for all
churches: how godly wonder can be
reborn through renewed attention
to the place of beauty in preaching
and worship. Includes an appendix
of notes, a bibliography and index.
All the Way to Heaven: The
Selected Letters of Dorothy Day
Robert Ellsberg, editor • Marquette Univ. Press
$35 • 480 pages • ISBN 978-0874620610

Dorothy Day’s life and writings
Spring 2011

challenge Christians to remember
and serve the least among us. These
letters to family, friends and the
well-known (Merton, Berrigan, et al)
chronicle her response to changes in
America, the church and the world.

The Bad Catholic’s
Guide to the Seven
Deadly Sins

Take and Eat: Living Eucharistically

A Vital Look at Virtue and
Vice, with Quizzes and
Activities for Saintly
Self-Improvement

By Msgr. Joseph DeGrocco
Catholic Book Publishing Company
$8.95 • 112 pages • ISBN 978-933066127

These spiritual meditations geared
to the “person in the pew” will help
readers participate more full in the
Mass and gain a deeper appreciation of how a Eucharistic spirituality can be integrated into their lives.

Hilarious sketches of history’s
greatest saints and sinners,
theological insights, and cringeinducing quizzes of virtue and vice
so you can discover just how close
to the precipice you are. With
activities and adventures to help
you crawl your way back to solid
ground. Self-help has never been
so fun.

Sacred Passion: The Art
of William Schickel (2nd Edition)
By Gregory Wolfe • Univ. of Notre Dame Press
$75 • 240 pages • ISBN 978-0268044176

978-0-8245-2585-9
$14.95 paperback • 240 pages

Filled with beautiful photos of colorful stained glass windows, liturgical sculptures and elegant sacred
spaces, this book explores to life
and art of renowned contemporary
artist William Schickel.

The Bad Catholic’s
Guide to Good
Living

Where Do Sisters Come From?
By Elizabeth Ficocelli • Bezalel Books
$9.99 • 20 pages • ISBN 978-0984486441

A Loving Look at the Lighter
Side of the Catholic Faith,
With Recipes for Feasts
and Fun

A colorfully illustrated picture book
that gives young girls a glimpse
into religious life. The author describes the call to religious life with
clarity and simplicity. The book includes a helpful glossary of terms.

Jump right into this hilarious new
book and celebrate Catholicism in a
whole new way! And indispensable
resource for observing the feast days
of the saints, The Bad Catholic’s
Guide to Good Living unveils the
history and humor behind the
Catholic faith.

Parenting on Purpose!
By Jason Free • MercySong
$14.95 • 184 pages • ISBN 978-1884479434

Raising happy, Christian children
doesn’t happen by accident. This
book helps parents guide children
to a lasting and fulfilling relationship with God and away from attractions of false forms of culture.

978-0-8245-2300-8
$14.95 paperback • 240 pages

The Bad Catholic’s
Guide to Wine,
Whiskey & Song

Solzhenitsyn: A Soul in Exile
By Joseph Pearce • Ignatius Press
$19.95 • 471 pages • ISBN 978-1586174965

A Spirited Look at Catholic Life
and Lore from Apocalypse to
Zinfandel

Revised, expanded biography based
on exclusive, personal interviews
with Andrew Solzhenitsyn, a towering literary and political figure.
Includes previously unpublished
poems and rare photos. March

A national bestseller! An intelligent
and church-loving introduction to
Catholic faith that explains the
difference between God and vodka,
and why Benedictines make the
best beer.

Padre Pio Under Investigation:
The Secret Vatican Files
By Francesco Castelli • Ignatius Press
$17.95 • 350 pages • ISBN 978-1586174057

The documents in this book reveal
every aspect of Padre Pio’s life. In
his own depositions, he admits,
under oath, to the phenomenon of
bi-location and the detailed story of
his stigmatization. March

978-0-8245-2411-1
$14.95 paperback • 416 pages

www.ipgbook.com • 1-800-888-4741
orders@ipgbook.com

Read more reviews and features at www.NewCatholicBooks.com
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Book Reviews

from the Catholic News Service and Staff

Well-told living history
reflects seven decades
of US, church history

Following tales from his family
life and seminary days, Archbishop
Hannan marches us into his arena,
throwing us straight into World
War II where he served as a chaplain in the 82nd Airborne, helping
free Jews in Germany and even
manning a machine gun (under
protest) during the Battle of the
Bulge.
For those of us who sought out
the church’s tenets on “just war” in
the months following the 9/11 attacks against America, the archbishop goes deep into the trenches
in a section called “Combat Morality.” Catholicism at war, he writes,
carries with it “broad moral dilemmas on a daily basis.” He doesn’t
flinch from the hard stuff, and he
gives compassionate counsel to soldiers who have killed.
And ah, yes, the Kennedy years.
Archbishop Hannan befriended a
young congressman, Jack
Kennedy, and created a safe and
supportive environment for
Catholic politicians in Washington.
“In those days (1960),” he writes,
“Catholicism was shrouded in the
same misunderstanding and mythical fear as, perhaps, Islam is
today.”
Archbishop Hannan continued
to be the unpublicized Catholic

Reviewed by Elizabeth Rackover, CNS

R

eaders of a certain generation will be drawn to “The
Archbishop Wore Combat
Boots,” a well-told living history of
a remarkable man of the cloth. But
this is a book for anyone of any age
curious to experience the interior
structure of the American Catholic
Church as it unfolds against the
unsettled and unsettling backdrop
of seven decades of American (and
Vatican) history.
With the assistance of Nancy
Collins and Peter Finney Jr., Archbishop Philip M. Hannan, the now
97-year-old retired archbishop of
New Orleans, has constructed a
memoir that spans an impressive
array of secular and ecumenical
history. That it is his personal tale
as well gives his anecdotes weight
and meaning beyond simple storytelling. He maintains an easy conversational style, starting with the
once-typical Catholic family portrait that is now rather sadly removed from our 21st-century
lifestyle.

conscience of President Kennedy,
and the friendship between them
was so close that he flew from
Rome to Washington to eulogize
the slain president at the funeral.
The two chapters he devotes to
Kennedy are fascinating in their
behind-the-scenes revelations that
have, up until now, never been
openly discussed.
For gamechanging racial
politics, Archbishop Hannan is
hard to beat. He
was assigned to
serve as archbishop of New
Orleans in 1965
and readers will Archbishop Wore
get a fascinating Combat Boots
look into the
by Arch. Philip Hannan
Our Sunday Visitor
racial politics of
$24.95, 457 pages
that time and
ISBN 978-1592766970
place. His efforts
to desegregate the church in New
Orleans reveal the worst of human
nature. In one photograph from
that time, handmade signs protesting an integrated church include:
“Hannan, don’t tell us, show us
church doctrine to integrate” and
“God does not recognize Negro
priests, bishops.” Archbishop Hannan navigates and narrates this
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difficult era skillfully.
As an individual, Archbishop
Hannan is probably not that rare a
breed. He is simply a product of the
20th-century Catholic Church, encompassing and embodying some of
the best qualities a church leader
has to offer the faithful. What is
rare is his proximity to power and
his tendency to find himself in political, racial and cultural hotspots
(the Second Vatican Council; New
Orleans after Hurricane Betsy and
during Hurricane Katrina) and
then writing with such simple honesty and humor (“it’s a weird
world, in case you didn’t know”).
His anecdotes and stories are
peppered with the sort of “good
faith” that makes a person strive to
be better. Archbishop Hannan has
put his life — and his back — into
making his Catholic Church one
that Jesus himself would recognize: a place where the hungry are
fed, the lost are counseled and consoled, where justice is not just
talked about but sought after,
worked for, and even — wonder of
wonders — sometimes achieved.
The archbishop recounts with
astonishing detail events that unfolded decades ago. It must help
that he has scads of photographs
and letters documenting just about
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Book Reviews
everything that ever happened to
or around him. One can’t help but
think, looking at dozens upon
dozens of personal letters from
public figures across the decades,
that somewhere out there a collector is skipping over coveting and
going straight on to lusting after
that obviously valuable collection
of memorabilia.
In a sense, Archbishop Hannan
is the Catholic Church’s very own
Forrest Gump, finding himself in
all the hot happening places at all
the right hot happening times. He
also has his finger on the heartbeat
of what moves and motivates us
all. This heartbeat is found in the
last eight words of his memoir: “In
the end, all that matters is love.”
Greater writing hath no man.
Elizabeth Rackover lives and
works in southeast Michigan.

Book gives fine insights
and examples of when God
shows up at the movies
Reviewed by Mitch Finley, CNS

W

hat good are movies when
it comes to faith, spirituality and religion? Roy M.
Anker, the author of “Of Pilgrims
and Fire,” who teaches literature
and film at Calvin College in Grand
Rapids, Mich., brings both a classic
Protestant suspicion of the world
and a Catholic sacramental imagination – often in tension with each
other – to this enlightening book.
Anker’s preference for “pilgrimage” as a basic metaphor for a
Christian perspective on life and
the world reveals the Protestant
lenses through which he looks at
movies. Indeed, in this book the
metaphor of “pilgrimage” often
seems to echo classics such as John
Bunyan’s “The Pilgrim’s Progress”
(17th century). The first metaphor
Anker suggests for the world is
“darkness.” He writes that, “For all
our techno-dazzle in getting
around quickly via cars and planes,
not many people anywhere – in the
church or outside it – seem to have
much of a sense of where in fact
they’re headed or why.”
At the same time, Anker’s appreciation for the metaphor of “light”
reveals the appreciation some in
contemporary mainline Protestant
traditions have for the Catholic
sacramental imagination and its
sensitivity to the sacred in the ordinary. “When we are lost in the cold
and darkness,” Anker declares, “especially religiously, there’s nothing
we crave as much as a mere flash
that might give some direction and
maybe also some warmth.”
Stories reveal most clearly the
pilgrim’s quest for light, Anker
writes, “stories we love to hear,
read, and see.” Indeed, no medium
Spring 2011

“relies so much on light to find Light
as film does. ...At its most rudimentary level, the movie camera
‘catches’ light and the projector
‘shines’ light on a reflective, iridescent screen. Film is, then, quite literally a medium of light.”
At the same time, for Anker
there are relatively few films that
actually “find Light,” and the ones
that do tend to be “offbeat” in the
ways that they reveal the holy in
the ordinary. Anker scorns overtly
“religious” films such as “The Robe,”
“The Ten Commandments,” “Ben
Hur” and “A Man for All Seasons.”
He prefers movies that “fasten on
the struggles of quite ordinary people as they try to find some measure
of light that will make sense of the
world and themselves.”
“Of Pilgrims and Fire” organizes
movies with fundamentally religious
meanings into six categories: those
that “meditate... on the unfathomable, irreplaceable gift of being alive
in a beautiful and sensually luminous world;” films that emphasize
“the connections between religious
belief and conduct;” movies that
“show several registers of what used
to be called ‘redemption;’ others that
explore “Facsimiles of God;” and
films that investigate “the reconciliation of the human community.”
In a chapter titled “A Dozen Tips
for Smart Film
Viewing,” Anker
offers practical
suggestions on
how to get the
most out of watching a movie. Keep
in mind that a film
rating of “R” is no Of Pilgrims & Fire
reason for Anker by Roy Anker
Wm. B. Eermans
to avoid watching. $17.99, 249 pages
This is a book for ISBN 978-0802865724
mature, thoughtful
grown-ups, not a guide on “family
viewing,” although some are perfectly acceptable for youngsters.
Films Anker discusses include
“American Beauty,” “The Godfather:
Part III,” “The Shawshank Redemption,” and “Superman: The Movie.”
Anker’s discussion of the final
“eucharistic” scene in “Places in the
Heart” – possibly one of the greatest
movies ever made – recognizes the
astonishing wonder and holiness of
it. But a Catholic film critic would
not fail to mention that the whole
scene is an extended cinematic
metaphor for the Catholic doctrine
of the communion of saints, the ecclesial community that transcends
yet includes time and space.
“Of Pilgrims and Fire” is a fine
book that movie lovers will want to
read and keep on hand when looking for top-flight films to watch.
Mitch Finley is the author of
more than 30 books on Catholic
topics, most recently “The Patron
Saints Handbook.”

New Spring Releases
from Liguori Publications
◀ Here is the perfect resource for encouraging
married couples to engage in the spiritual
discipline of daily prayer as a means of affirming
the blessings and intimacy of their relationship.
The seven sections of the wedding vows serve as
the framework upon which hang the enduring
values that need to be renewed through the
decades with scripture, reflections, and questions.
This inspiring book provides an aid to couples for
continuing to find praying together a natural act
for a lifetime of love. It will make a thoughtful
gift, whether for newlyweds, couples celebrating
their anniversaries, or Marriage Encounter
participants.
144-page hardcover – 5 x 7
978-0-7648-1933-9 • $15.99

◀ Liturgy 101: Sacraments and Sacramentals
provides a concise and easy-to-follow overview
of the liturgy that will immerse you into the
Church’s teaching and practice of the seven
Sacraments. The author, respected Catholic
scholar and educator Daniel G. Van Slyke,
grounds the book in Sacred scripture, the
teachings of the Church, and the rites with which
the Church celebrates the Sacraments.
Liturgy 101 will empower you to more fruitfully
participate in sacred liturgy by helping you to
understand, appreciate, love, and celebrate the
Sacraments that Christ has entrusted to the
Church.
144-page paperback – 5⅛ x 7⅜
978-0-7648-1845-5 • $14.99

◀ Following in the footsteps of Jesus along
with his friend Mary, children will learn
about Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection.
These familiar scripture stories are brought
to life by gorgeous, full-color illustrations
and vivid storytelling. The fresh narrative
of familiar stories will teach and inspire
children both young and old.
This hardcover book is great for story time,
at home or at school, and is the perfect
introduction to Holy Week and Easter for
little ones.
32-page hardcover – 8⅔ x 8⅔
978-0-7648-1999-5 • $10.99

◀ The latest addition to Liguori’s popular series
of seasonal meditation books provides not only
scripture readings for the seasons of Lent and
Easter, but pairs them with a daily selection from
the cherished writings of St. Benedict. This book
encourages the reader to set aside time each day
to reflect upon a specific scripture passage while
providing a suggested activity for Christian living
during the Lenten season.
128-page paperback – 5½ x 8¼
978-0-7648-1968-1 • $10.99

Available at your local bookstore or call 800-325-9521. Mention Source Code 11-368
www.liguori.org • 1 Liguori Drive, Liguori, MO 63057-9999
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The Jesuit Guide to (Almost) Everything by James Martin, S.J. • HarperOne • 978-0061432682
Translates the essence of Jesuit philosophy into layman’s terms and suggests how to find God in all things.
To Bless the Space Between Us by John O’Donohue • Doubleday Religion • 978-0385522274
This collection of poetic prayers focuses on bringing God’s blessings into the liminal spaces of our lives.
Celebration of Discipline by Richard J. Foster • HarperOne • 978-0060628390
An exploration of the “classic disciplines,” or central spiritual practices, of the Christian faith.
Where There is Love, There is God by Mother Teresa • Doubleday Religion • 978-0385531788
Mother Teresa’s relationship with God and commitment to the poorest of the poor is powerfully explored in her own words.
The End and the Beginning by George Weigel • Doubleday Religion • 978-0385524797
This sequel to Witness to Hope includes a compelling account of John Paul II’s last years and insights to his legacy.
The Catechism of the Catholic Church (2nd Ed.) • Doubleday Religion • 9780385508193
The official summary of Catholic belief regarding the Church creeds, sacraments, commandments and prayers.
Signs of Life by Scott Hahn • Doubleday Religion • 978-0385519496
Guides readers to a deeper faith through the Church’s rites, customs, symbols and traditional prayers.
Surprised by Hope by N.T. Wright • HarperOne • 978-0061551826
Biblical scholarship peels back medieval fabrications of heaven and hell, pointing faithfully to a resurrection of the body.
Catholic Bible Dictionary by Scott Hahn, Editor • Doubleday Religion • 978-0385512299
Draws from two millennia of scholarship to create an accessible and comprehensive tool for more rewarding biblical study.
Reasons To Believe by Scott Hahn • Doubleday Religion • 978-0385509350
Explanations to the most frequently raised questions about church teaching.

Parenting with Prayer
Mary Ann Kuharski’s book “Parenting With Prayer” is an informative and fun read! With classic Catholic prayers like the Rosary
and Memorare, to the Corporal and Spiritual Works of Mercy, the Commandments, Sacraments and much more, this Catholic
mother of thirteen children offers practical tips mixed with humor and insight.

Paperback. 190 pages. $10 + $5.95 S&H • Order online at www.ProlifeAcrossAmerica.org
All proceeds go to PROLIFE Across AMERICA. Since 1989 PROLIFE Across AMERICA’s Media Mission is to reach out
through billboard, radio and newspaper ads to people who may not be reached in any other way. Our ads create an “Atmosphere
of Life” in a “culture of death.” Totally educational (non-profit and non-political), PROLIFE Across AMERICA is committed to
bringing positive, persuasive messages offering information and alternatives - including adoption - and post abortion assistance
to those in need. For more information, please call 1-800-366-7773.
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Catechism of the Catholic Church • USCCB Publishing • 978-1574551105
The official summary of Catholic belief regarding the Church creeds, sacraments, commandments and prayers.
Mere Christianity by C.S. Lewis • HarperOne • 978-0060652920
Clear, accessible discussion of Christian belief that shows common ground upon which all Christians can stand together.
Catechism of the Catholic Church • Doubleday Religion • 978-0385479677
The official summary of Catholic belief regarding the Church creeds, sacraments, commandments and prayers.
Verbum Domini: The Word of God by Benedict XVI • Word Among Us Press • 978-1593251932
Summary of the work done by the Synod of Bishops on the Word of God in the Life and Mission of the Church.
The Great Divorce by C.S. Lewis • HarperOne • 978-0060652951
During a fantastic journey through both Heaven and Hell, the reader sees the impact of one’s choices in life.
Parish Guide/Implementation of the New Roman Missal • USCCB Publishing • 978-1601370938
Practical resources to create the parish implementation plan, including bulletin inserts, homily helps and more.
The Screwtape Letters by C.S. Lewis • HarperOne • 978-0060652937
A humorous exchange between two devils that delves into moral questions about good vs. evil, temptation and grace.
The Rite by Matt Baglio • Doubleday Religion • 978-0385522717
Journalist follows a Catholic priest through the latter’s training in Rome to become an exorcist.
The Complete C.S. Lewis Signature Classics by C.S. Lewis • HarperOne • 978-0061208492
Mere Christianity, The Screwtape Letters, The Great Divorce, The Problem of Pain, Miracles, A Grief Observed, more.
The Return of the Prodigal Son by Henri Nouwen • Doubleday Religion • 978-0385473071
Father Nouwen shares the deeply personal meditation that led him to discover the place where God dwells within.

Based on publisher reports of all orders—including orders from general interest, Catholic and Christian stores—in the U.S. and Canada during
January 2011 for titles published by members of the Association of Catholic Publishers, Inc. © 2011 Association of Catholic Publishers, Inc.
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Tear Soup by P. Schwiebert & C. DeKlyen • ACTA Publications/Griefwatch • 978-0961519766
Winner the 2001 Theologos Book Award, this book helps youngsters grieve and cope with the loss of a loved one.
Called to His Supper by Jeannine Timko Leichner • Our Sunday Visitor • 978-1592762996
A guide for children to the Sacrament of Holy Communion.
Totally Lent - A Child’s Journey to Easter 2011 by Jean Larkin • Pflaum Publishing Group • 978-1935042457
For students in grades K-3 – engaging activities and pencil puzzles and games help develop and reinforce season concept.
Totally Lent - A Kid’s Journey to Easter 2011 by Alice A. Pfeifer, CSA • Pflaum Publishing Group • 978-1935042464
For students in grades 4-6 – engaging activities and pencil puzzles and games help develop and reinforce season concept.
Teen Prayers by Teens by Judith M. Cozzins • Pauline Books & Media • 978-0819874146
Offers teens three types of prayers they will find appealing – original prayers, prayers to saints, traditional prayers.
Bible for Little Ones Translated by Mary Nazarene Prestofillipo • Pauline Books & Media • 978-0819811660
Eighteen best-loved stories come to life in bursts of color and simple vocabulary.
Where is God? by Joni Oeltjenbruns • Pauline Books & Media • 978-0819883070
Rhyming text, playful pictures and hidden flaps lead preschoolers on an amusing search for God.
Catholic Faith Handbook for Youth by Brian Singer-Towns, General Editor • Saint Mary’s Press • 978-0884899877
Revised second edition of a clear, comprehensive guide to all things Catholic for young people.
The Catholic Youth Prayer Book by L. Krupp, M. Miller, & M. Shrader • Saint Mary’s Press • 978-0884899006
Helps youth understand the meaning of Christian prayer, as well as traditional and contemporary methods of prayer.
Catholic Connections Handbook for Middle Schoolers by J. Claussen, et al. • Saint Mary’s Press • 978-0884899945
Resource to help young teens learn the main aspects of our Catholic faith, including ways to put one’s faith into action.

Free Subscription for your Parish, School, Bookstore or Library!
Sign up for your free single subscription at www.NewCatholicBooks.com. Click on “Subscriptions” and then choose the appropriate page. NCB&M is good educational material for your
parish, book club, RCIA class, or patrons. You can purchase bundles of 50 copies and bulk
subscriptions at discounted prices. Please see our website for more information.
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Catecismo de la Iglesia Católica • Doubleday Religion • 978-0385479844 • USCCB • 978-1574558289
El resumen oficial de la fe Católica respecto a los credos Iglesia, los sacramentos, los mandamientos y las oraciones.
Juntos para Toda la Vida por Padre Joseph M. Champlin • Liguori Publications • 978-0892435937
Uno de los libros de preparación mìs utilizada matrimonio.
Catecismo Católico de Los Estados Unidos para los Adultos • USCCB Publishing • 9781574559040
Incluye historias, la doctrina, cotizaciones, preguntas de discusión, y mi oración a llevar al lector a una fe más profunda.
Manual para el Católico de Hoy • Una Publicacion Pastoral Redentorista • Liguori Publications • 978-0764813221
Esta manual examina las creencias, practicas y oraciones de la fe catolica.
Manual de la Teologia para los Católicos de Hoy por Claudio Burgaleta, SJ • Liguori Publications • 978-0764817892
Una introducción basica a la teologìa para ayudarle a aprender la fe Católica.
De la Muerte a la Vida por Joseph Champlin • Liguori Publications • 978-0764812972
Este libro ayuda a un plan familiar, personalizar y producir una misa de funeral de entierro cristiano.
Un Nuevo Comienzo Aguilera por Alejandro Aguilera-Titus • Liguori Publications • 978-0764818363
La Cuaresma es un tiempo especial para ser guiados por el Espíritu en un re-encuentro con Jesucristo.
Manual para Entender y Participar en la Misa por Juan J. Sosa • Liguori Publications • 978-0764818004
Padre Sosa enseña que la misa es una celebración que puede cambiar la vida de las personas que participan.
La Vida en Cristo por Revs. Killgallon, Weber, Place and Maletta • ACTA Publications • 978-0879461935
Preguntas y respuestas de recursos para el enriquecimiento personal, RICA, la escuela secundaria y la educación de adultos.
Sopa de Lagrimas por Pat Schwiebert & Chuck DeKlyen • ACTA Publications/Griefwatch • 978-0972424165
Este premiado libro ayuda a los niños llorar y hacer frente a la pérdida de un ser querido.

Based on publisher reports of all orders—including orders from general interest, Catholic and Christian stores—in the U.S. and Canada during
January 2011 for titles published by members of the Association of Catholic Publishers, Inc. © 2011 Association of Catholic Publishers, Inc.
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Catholic social thought
can guide economists
Reviewed by John Skelley

D

aniel K. Finn paints a complicated world view in “The
True Wealth of Nations:”(1)
different parts of our world are
concurrently experiencing the agricultural age, the industrial age and
the technological revolution; and
(2) this era’s unprecedented wealth
creation in the northern hemisphere is not resulting in morally
just, global distribution of goods.
This collection of academic essays was published under the direction of the True Wealth of
Nations Project, which was initiated by the Institute for Advanced
Catholic Studies (IACS), an academically independent Catholic lay
institution located at the University of Southern California. Each
essay offers a different perspective
on the impact of Catholic social
thought as it relates to different aspects of economic policy, application and history.
The IACS proposes that the
economic and cultural criteria
identified in the
tradition of
Catholic social
thought can provide an effective
path to sustainThe True Wealth of
able prosperity
Nations
by Daniel K. Finn
for all. This
Oxford Univ. Press
proposition will
$35, 408 pages
pass the test of
ISBN 978-0199739820
the business
adage that any successful idea can
be written on the back of a business card, but the development of
that concept requires a bit more
space.
The book’s contributors (distinguished economists, historians and
theologians) ably explore topics
like the common good vs total good,
contract law, civil economy to capital economy, social capital and
human capital.
Each paper is well-supported
and provides a substantial listing
of references, which suggests that
each is a jumping off point for further exploration. Papal encyclicals
and pastoral letters, though short
on specifics, are cited as guideposts
and timely reminders of the incomplete nature of any specific political
or economic system to satisfy the
obligation to humanity and to the
planet that resources are to be
shared.
Do we focus our efforts on improving the opportunities of women
as they are disproportionately represented among the world’s poor?
Would religious/ethical training at
the individual level build loyalty
8

from the Catholic News Service and Staff
and trust and therefore minimize
the social distrust that is a tax on
all economic activity?
For those who are directing their
attention to the economic and moral
solutions of this age, this book is a
good primer. Though the approaches
are diverse, so is the theater in
which the solutions will be sought
and the skill sets necessary to articulate and pursue the common good.
Both secularists and atheists acknowledge the necessity of moral direction, provided by organized
religion and ethical initiatives, to
protect human dignity and build the
human and social trust required by
sustainable economic systems.
John Skelley is a liturgical musician, songwriter and freelance poet.

Marry profit margin and
common good to aid poor
Reviewed by Mark Barry

R

eading “Think and Act
Anew” reminded this reviewer of the old expression
“If you always do what you’ve always done, you’ll always get what
you’ve always got.”
For author Father Larry Snyder,
doing what was always done in the
last century to reduce poverty in
this country will yield the exact
same unsuccessful result; poverty
will still be an unfortunate and
morally unjust part of our society.
Father Snyder is president of
Catholic Charities USA, an organization with a publicly stated goal of
reducing poverty in this country by
50% by 2020.
He writes that our continued reliance on safety nets – “handouts”
in the view of some – is a 20th century solution to a 21st century problem.
Safety nets did
not work in the
1900s. If they did,
he argues, poverty would not be
a problem today.
The quandary, he
explains, is that
safety nets attempt to treat
consequences of Think and Act
Anew
poverty, not its
by Fr. Larry Snyder
root causes.
Orbis Books
With the rede- $16, 144 pages
fined, more com- ISBN 978-1570759048
plicated picture
we have of poverty today, a result of
the economic tumult of the past few
years, a direct attack on root causes
is not only warranted, but essential.
Father Snyder’s solution, based
in part on the writings of Pope
Benedict XVI, is found in a redefined marketplace that marries the
profit motive with a focus on the
common good.

Father Snyder does much more
than just writing about the problem
of poverty and then letting the
politicians deal with the details.
He offers potential solutions and
a host of very specific examples of
how people and organizations across
the country and the world are working together now to develop this new
people-oriented marketplace, which
will lead to the reduction in poverty
he seeks. In doing so, he makes his
argument quite convincing.
Mark Barry has an undergraduate degree in economics and currently works for Catholic Charities
of Tennessee.

Puppets and prayers teach
children about the Mass
Reviewed by Mandy Higgins

T

he faith of a child is a beautiful thing. A child’s incredible
trust, overwhelming desire
to learn and excitement to praise
are all things that remind adults of
the kind of faith that Jesus asks of
each of us. However, for even the
most faithful children, the Catholic
Mass can be confusing and hard to
understand.
In his book, “Don’t Drink the

Holy Water! Big Al and Annie Go
to Mass,” Father Joe Kempf and
his puppet friends teach children of
all ages about the parts of the
Mass, reminding us
how childlike faith
can come to
life during
Mass.
The book
is written
as a series
of eighteen Don’t Drink the Holy
prayers, all Water
by Fr. Joe Kemp
in rhyming Liguori Publications
verse, each $19.99, 64 pages
addressing ISBN 978-0764819483
a different
aspect of the Mass. Each prayer
serves several purposes: explaining
what we do throughout the Mass
and why, asking God for help, and
giving Him thanks and praise.
Accompanying each prayer is a
brightly colored, engaging illustration of the described part of the
Mass. Drawings of the puppets Big
Al and Annie are also seen on each
page with positive exclamations
about the Mass.
Father Kempf includes a section
“For Parents and Teachers” at the
end that shares more facts and in-

The New
Roman Missal
It’s time to choose your
edition of The Roman Missal
with the new English translation
of the Mass. Make that choice
extraordinary with World
Library Publications, the music
and liturgy division of the
J.S. Paluch Company.
Available in two editions—
Deluxe and Value.
Learn more by calling today!

Featuring
from
full color art VI’s
ct X
Pope Benedi ar y
private libr
collection.

002012 Deluxe Edition .......$395.00
pre-publication pricing
002013 Value Edition ..........$195.00
pre-publication pricing

Treasured
Art.
Durable
Investment.
Pre-order today. Trade discounts apply.

World Library Publications
800-566-6150
www.wlpmusic.com
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from the Catholic News Service and Staff

formation about each of the parts
of the Mass. The book includes a
DVD in which Father Kempf
teaches the children and the puppets, Big Al and Annie, about the
Mass while they pray out loud each
of the prayers from the book.
One drawback to the book is
that readers are not introduced to
the characters of Al and Annie in
the text of the book. Children have
the opportunity to see the puppets
interact in the DVD, but the lack of
character development in the book
may decrease some children’s motivation to read.
The book is also somewhat
lengthy with many words on each
page. Because of this, it may not be
a great resource for very young
children, and parents may want to
break it into small chunks when
reading with older children.
However, for children and adults
of all ages, each prayer is a reminder of the meaning of the
liturgy that we celebrate together.
As Catholics, we “don’t drink the
holy water,” but we do eat the body
and blood of Christ each week at
mass, and this book helps children
understand why.
Mandy Higgins is an Early
Childhood Special Education
teacher in Spring Hill, Tenn.

Books approach topic
of adult faith formation
from different angles
Reviewed by Daniel S. Mulhall, CNS

W

hile both “Baby Boomers
and Beyond” by Amy
Hanson and “Adult Faith”
by Father Diarmuid O’Murchu
focus on adult formation, they are
very different in approach and content. Hanson primarily uses anecdote and story to look at the
importance of providing ministry to
older adults. Father O’Murchu,
building upon academic writings,
critically examines what passes for
adult faith education and offers a
vision of what it can and should be.
Both books will be of interest to
a particular audience – “Boomers”
to those charged with providing
ministry to people over 50; “Adult
Faith” to those interested in a serious study of the topic of adult faith
formation.
In “Baby Boomers,” Hanson
notes that churches today seem
more concerned with ministry with
young people than they are with
ministry with older members.
While ministry with the young is
certainly required, Hanson argues

that ministry with older members is
both needed and beneficial for both
the people and the church. Given
that the baby boom generation is
now entering this age group, Hanson argues that
new forms of ministry will be
needed for this
generation and
that these new
elderly will bring
new ministry to
the church.
The book is
generally well
Baby Boomers and
written and easy Beyond
by Amy Hanson
to read. Hanson
supports her argu- Jossey-Bass
$24.95, 206 pages
ments with reISBN 978-0470500798
search from the
areas of gerontology and adult education.
The book presents a compelling
argument for why churches should
focus attention on the religious educational and ministerial needs of
older adults, and provides suggestions for how such education and
ministry should be done. While
most of the examples used in the
book are taken from the experiences
of Baptist or evangelical churches,
these examples will generally resonate with Catholic ministers.

The book’s biggest weakness is
that the author seems unclear on
her audience. Sometimes Hanson
writes directly to senior adults,
while other times she is clearly
writing to church
leaders who minister with senior
adults. This lack
of clarity, along
with the author’s
tendency to leap
seemingly at random from topic to
topic, at times
gets in the way of Adult Faith
the book's impor- by Fr. Diarmuid
O’Murchu
tant message.
Orbis Books
In “Adult
$20, 224 pages
Faith,” Father
ISBN 978-1570758867
O’Murchu is
highly critical of most efforts at
adult faith formation today. In
roughly the first half of the book, he
explores what it means to be an
adult and argues that religions are
dysfunctional because of the sinful
condition of patriarchy.
According to Father O’Murchu,
religions use “guilt and fear to
maintain fidelity – submission – to
a patriarchal, controlling God.”
The role of adult education, he argues, is to empower adults to overContinued on page 10...
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Continued from Page 9.
throw this tyranny of religion.
Throughout the book, Father
O’Murchu, an Irish priest and social
psychologist, cites research to support his reasoning; the book provides six pages of bibliography of
books and articles, all of which are
referenced within the text.
After making his case against
the former paradigm, that “faith is
a set of defined dogmas,” Father
O’Murchu proceeds to offer a new
paradigm toward which efforts of
adult faith formation should strive.
The new paradigm recognizes that
“faith is a gift but one of co-creative
significance” that leads to growth
and development throughout the
various stages of life.
Throughout the last half of the
book, he explains that, to be appropriate, adult faith formation should
expand the cultural horizons of
adults, help them learn to live comfortably with paradox, and to embrace their bodies and sexuality as
gifts of God. In addition, adult faith
formation should help adults examine the past and understand how it
has shaped them, recognize the
power of networks, appreciate ritual and its power and to prepare
for a dignified death.
“Adult Faith” is a challenging

from the Catholic News Service and Staff
book; its academic style of writing
and the coherence of the arguments
presented require serious thought
on the reader’s part. That said, it
presents a worthwhile study for students of adult faith formation and
will probably become required reading in academic courses on the topic.
Daniel S. Mulhall is an internationally respected speaker and
writer on topics related to catechesis and adult faith formation.

Book about saints tells
family-friendly stories
Reviewed by Shellie Braeuner

B

ooks about the lives of the
saints, especially for children, walk a very fine line.
The lives of so many saints are full
of color, and that’s putting it mildly.
Before conversion, many of our
greatest saints did things that are
not exactly bedtime story material
for young children. There are also
the many ways that saints died.
It’s hard to send a child off to bed
with stories of imprisonments, torture and beheadings.
Accuracy in the stories is also
very important. More than one
saint was cast out of the Ecclesias-

tical Calendar in 1969 when the
Church reviewed the historical
facts of hundred of saints.
“Saints and Their Stories” creates a new angle to these very old
stories. The book starts with the
immediate family of Christ; his
grandmother, St. Ann and his foster father, St.
Joseph and his
cousin St. John
the Baptist. Then
the circle of
Christ widens to
include the apostles and first martyrs. The book
comes full circle Saints and Stories
with the final
by Maria Loretta Giraldo
Pauline Books & Media
entry about the
$19.95, 150 pages
Archangel
ISBN 978-0819871343
Gabriel.
The message is subtle, but very
clear. It doesn’t matter whether
someone is young or old, whether
they have done horrible things and
asked forgiveness or they have
been kind from the moment of
birth. It doesn’t even matter
whether they are a blood relation,
or were born centuries after Christ.
Everyone who chooses to serve God
is part of the family of God.
Something else that “Saints and
Their Stories” does very well is in-

clude the stories. The author includes local legends and anecdotes
that give a fuller, more human picture of each saint. Yet she makes it
very clear that these are just stories, and in many cases, are probably not literal fact.
The illustrations are rendered in
a palette of warm, earthy tones.
The simple, organic lines look more
like inlaid wood than drawn pictures. The illustrations also highlight the familial theme with the
vast majority of pages showing
families eating together, working
together and praying together.
“Saints and Their Stories” is designed for older elementary school
children between the ages of 8 and
12. At that age, it is certainly a
book they can read alone. But it is
a good read-aloud book to share between parent and child.
It’s a family book about the family of God.
Shellie Braeuner M.Ed is a freelance writer and author of “The
Great Dog Wash.”
St. Francis de Sales (1567 d: 1622) is the
patron saint of writers. His book
Introduction to the Devout Life taught lay
people that they can grow in
holiness while involved in active
and non-clerical occupations.

The Mass is at the center of Catholic life,
but many times even the most devout can miss the rich his‑
tory and spiritual significance to its many parts.
Now, as the Church prepares for changes to the Mass, it is
the perfect opportunity for a clearer understanding of this
most fundamental and sacred practice. Cardinal Donald
Wuerl and Mike Aquilina, in their book The Mass, show that
every word and every gesture has a history, significance, and
meaning to this cornerstone of Catholic faith.
Available wherever books and e‑books are sold.

DoubledayReligion.com
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Entertainment News & Reviews
Matt Maher joins Rock &
Worship Roadshow 2011
By Greg Rumburg

M

att Maher remains one of
the most popular Catholic
artists – this while continuing as a steadily-rising act in the
general Christian music genre.
During the first quarter of 2011,
Maher will be taking his talents to
the Rock and Worship Roadshow,
alongside The Afters, Thousand
Foot Krutch and heavy-hitters Jars
of Clay and MercyMe.
A little more than three years
ago, Maher signed a recording deal
with Essential Records to debut
nationally some of the work he’d
been doing with congregations for
more than a dozen years. In 2002,
Maher released independently The
End and the Beginning. That was
also the year Maher’s songs “Just
Like You” and “Love Has Come”
were featured as part of Kathy
Troccoli’s Grammy-nominated The
Heart of Me.
Those accolades were followed
by the releases of Welcome to Life
(2003) and Overflow (2006), each
with critical acclaim in Catholic
circles and an armful of Unity
Awards from the United Catholic

Music and Video Association.
Combined with the clout of
Maher’s efforts with Chris Tomlin
on the worship staple “Your Grace
Is Enough,” the Essential Records’
Empty & Beautiful released in the
spring of 2008 offered fresh pop
musical sensibilities and theologically solid lyrics to a bourgeoning
worship music scene.
Maher’s sophomore release was
Alive Again, launching in the fall of
2009 as he was on the road with
Michael W. Smith’s New Hallelujah
tour. The record helped Matt garner
several 2010 Dove Award nominations, including Praise & Worship
Album of the Year and Worship
Song of the Year (for the title track).
Maher also received nominations
for Worship Song of the Year (“I
Will Rise,” performed by Tomlin)

and nabbed a trophy for his contributions to 2009’s Glory Revealed II:
The Word of God In Worship, which
topped the competition for Special
Event Album of the Year.
One track that’s getting the attention of worship leaders is “Remembrance (Communion Song),”
co-written with Matt Redman.
In press materials,
Maher reflects on the
song: “Matt Redman, in
my humble opinion, is
probably of the best (if
not the best) corporate
worship songwriters of
MAHER
the past 50 years. So
writing with Matt was just a huge
honor. We thought it would be great
to write a worship song that teaches
people about the spiritual nature of
communion, without diving into
theological differences. I think it
will be a great song for the church
because it will fill a void. There are
not a lot of communion songs.”
Maher, a native of Newfoundland, Canada, lives in Mesa, Ariz.,
and contributes to several organizations including Adore Ministries
and Worshiptogether.com.
The Rock and Worship Road
Show 2011 kicks off in late January,
crisscrossing the country into April.
Gregory Rumburg is a freelance
writer and hospice chaplain.

All tickets are $10 and first-come,
first-served at the door. Check the
updated tour schedule online at
TheRockandWorshipRoadshow.com.
02.03 Sioux City, IA
02.04 Green Bay, WI
02.05 Madison, WI
02.10 Dayton, OH
02.11 Chicago, IL
02.12 East Lansing, MI
02.13 Bloomington, IL
02.17 Grand Forks, ND
02.18 Rapid City, SD
02.19 Dodge City, KS
02.20 Springfield, MO
02.24 Corpus Christi, TX
02.25 El Paso, TX
02.26 Lubbock, TX
02.27 Colorado Springs, CO
03.03 Boise, ID
03.04 Missoula, MT
03.05 Seattle, WA
03.06 Portland, OR
03.10 Ontario, CA
03.11 Phoenix, AZ
03.12 Sacramento, CA
03.13 Fresno, CA
04.09 Dallas, TX
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Fullness of Faith

Why a Protestant
Pastor Became Catholic

Stephen Ray

Dr. Scott Hahn

A former Baptist minister shares
his amazing conversion to
Catholicism and explains why
he is convinced this is the same
Church founded by Christ over
two thousand years ago.

This amazing testimony of a
Presbyterian minister who was
militantly anti-Catholic but
driven to seek the truth has
become legendary. This helps us
better understand Catholicism.

A renowned speaker shares the
remarkable story of his
conversion, a uniquely inspiring
outlook on faith, and the
adventure of living the Christian
life to the fullest. This will help
you to live a deeper spiritual life.

More Than the Game

Slaying Giants

I’m Not Being Fed

Darrell Miller

Chris Padgett

Jeff Cavins

This is the powerful story of a
Major League baseball player
who began a journey that led to
his conversion to the Catholic
Faith. Miller is a devoted family
man and a leader in various
major youth ministries.

A singer and author shows how
each of us are called to change
the world, to defeat giants, and
to run the race so as to win. His
words will inspire you not to let
fear paralyze your heart, because
you are not in this alone.

In this response to the most
commonly heard complaint of
former Catholics — that they
simply were not being “fed”—
Cavins helps us see the
irreplacable treasures of the
Church founded by Christ.
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Entertainment News & Reviews
Study: Americans spending more on films with
acceptable moral content
NASHVILLE – With movie attendance at its lowest level in 14 years,
Americans are devoting more of
their discretionary entertainment
dollars to films with acceptable
moral content, according to analysis
created exclusively for New Catholic
Books & Media.
The study compared the box office earnings of the Top 50 films in
both 2009 and 2010. These films
were then sorted by their respective
film classification, as determined by
the media review office of Catholic
News Service. Total box offices figures for each classification in each
year were also computed.
When viewing one of the Top 50
films, Americans spent 75.7% of
their ticket money on titles with an
A-I, A-II or A-III classification, up
from 68.4% in 2009. This percentage
was buoyed by Toy Story 3 (A-I), the
#1 box office draw in 2010.
The remaining 24.3% was spent
on Top 50 films with an L or O classification, down from 31.7% in 2009.
However, there were a total of ten
films in 2010 with a classification of
O - morally offensive, up from six in
2009. This led to an increase for this
classification, amounting to 14.6% of
ticket sales for Top 50 films in 2010,
up from 8.8% in 2009.
“The top 16 box office films in
2010 were rated A-I, A-II or A-III,”
says Christopher Fenoglio, editorin-chief of New Catholic Books &
Media. “Hopefully the movie studios
will realize that acceptable moral
content is important to families and
that making good, moral movies can
earn good box office numbers.”

2011 Academy Award
Nominations for Best Picture
127 Hours
Black Swan
Inception
The Fighter
The Kids Are All Right
The King’s Speech
The Social Network
Toy Story 3
True Grit
Winter’s Bone

A-III
O
A-III
L
NR
A-III
A-III
A-I
A-III
NR

Digest Movie Reviews
You can view the full reviews of
current films and TV shows at
www.NewCatholicBooks.com.
The Rite (Warner Brothers)
Religiously honorable, but aesthetically tentative drama, based on
real events, about a skeptical seminarian sent to Rome to complete a
Vatican-sponsored course in exorcism. Though shaky on a few details, director Mikael Hafstrom’s
conversion tale resoundingly af12
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firms faith and the value of priestly
ministry. Yet the effort to showcase
the main character's spiritual journey as an old-fashioned chillfest
weakens its ultimate impact. The
CNS classification is A-III.
The King’s Speech (Weinstein)
Stirring historical drama, set between the world wars, about the unlikely but fruitful relationship
between the Duke of York – second
in line to the British crown – and
the eccentric speech therapist under
whose care he reluctantly places
himself at the instigation of his loyal
wife to overcome the stammer that
hobbles his public speaking. This
task becomes all the more urgent as
the death of the duke’s father and
the abdication of his brother propel
the unwilling heir toward the
throne. Weaving together the story
of one of the modern era’s most successful royal marriages and the
lesser-known tale of the friendship
by which an unflappable commoner
helped to heal the emotionally crippling childhood wounds underlying
his princely client’s impediment, director Tom Hooper creates a luminous tapestry reinforced by finely
spun performances and marred only
by the loose threads of some offensive language. Two brief, intense
outbursts of vulgarity, a few crass
terms and a mild, irreverent joke.
The CNS classification is A-III.
The Social Network (Columbia)
Engrossing but strictly adult drama,
based on real events, recounting the
circumstances surrounding the creation of the website Facebook as its
socially inept but technically gifted
founder testifies in separate but simultaneous lawsuits brought
against him by a pair of former associates and by his ex-best friend and
first investor. Drawing on Ben
Mezrich’s book “The Accidental Billionaires,” director David Fincher
weaves a subtle narrative of shifting
personal loyalties and ethical uncertainties. But the college setting in
which the story begins is a morass
of excessive drinking and meaningless sex while, one enduring crush
aside, the immature, ill-adjusted
male characters treat women as disposable accessories. Nongraphic casual sexual activity, brief partial
nudity, drug use, some sexual references, several uses of profanity and
much crude language. The CNS
classification is A-III.

Catholic News Service
Film Classifications
A-1 – General patronage
A-II – Adults and adolescents
A-III – Adults
L – Limited adult audience, films
whose problematic content many
adults would find troubling.
O – Morally offensive
NR – Not rated
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